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 Melbourne Student      

Conference                        

18-19 May 2017              

Sowing the Seeds of Hope 

 Regional Victoria               

10-11 August 2017     

Homelessness 

 WA Student  Conference                 

16-17 August 2017                   

Aboriginal Issues  

 Melbourne Student     

Conference                          

2 -3 Nov 2017                      

People Seeking Asylum  
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“To observe the 

warmth and good 

humour with which 

our young leaders 

approach the issues 

of social justice that 

arise in our world 

today is a 

tremendous pleasure, 

and a source of great 

hope for our shared 

future” 

Sam Weir  

Seeds of Justice 

Chairperson 

Chair Report 
At a recent school Mass, we 

were offered the wise  

reminder that as Christians, 

we are called to be 

“transmitters of joy”.  This 

notion is certainly in keeping 

with the spirit in which we 

enter into this special time of 

Advent, and the season of 

Christmas that is to follow.  It 

is also a notion that has taken 

palpable shape at each of our 

events throughout the year, 

where our participants have 

truly acted as transmitters of 

great joy.  The young women 

and men who have come 

along to participate in each of 

2017’s Seeds of Justice  

conferences have all taken on 

this role  with much  

enthusiasm and delight.  To 

observe the warmth and good 

humour with which our 

young leaders approach the 

issues of social justice that 

arise in our world today is a 

tremendous pleasure, and a 

source of great hope for our 

shared future. 

Our events are made possible 

by the committee members 

who give generously of their 

time to prepare and lead each 

conference, and so I take this 

opportunity to warmly thank 

them for their efforts.  Special 

thanks is also offered to each 

of the school leadership 

teams who offer our  

committee members time to 

attend our preparation  

meetings and events  

throughout the year.  It is 

with their  support that our 

programs can flourish. 

 Committee Members 2017 
Sam Weir—Chairperson (Sacred Heart College, Kyneton) Vic 

Sr Anila Isaac RSM (ISMAPNG and Mount Lilydale Mercy College, Lilydale) Vic 

Suzanne Moran (Academy of Mary Immaculate, Fitzroy) Vic 

Franca Caruana (Sacred Heart College, Geelong) Vic 

Catherine Burke (Our Lady of Mercy College, Heidelberg) Vic 

Bernadine Callery (Mercy College, Coburg) Vic 

Bernadette Hogan (Young Mercy Links & Our Lady of Mercy College, Heidelberg) Vic 

Eugene Lynch (MEL) Vic 

Jo Saunders VIC Regional Coordinator (Mercy Regional College Camperdown) Vic 

Helen Chaffer (Santa Maria College, Attadale WA)   

 

Committee member Sr 

Anila Isaac RSM and Kate 

Garrone (OLMC) 
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Melbourne Student Conference May 2017 

Sowing the Seeds of Hope 

around Victoria who are also  

striving for social justice.” 

 “It is always a fantastic experience 

to surround yourself with like-

minded people who are passionate 

about the same things you are and 

you help each other to learn and 

grow.” 

 “Sr Elizabeth was an excellent  

 presenter – engaging and powerful.” 

 “The program was very engaging.  It 

offered an excellent connection 

between theology and lived  

 experience.” 

 “This was a new experience and 

very eye opening for me.  I felt a 

connection and it was just a      

wonderful experience.” 

 “The conference was really good 

and the conversations we had 

throughout the event prompted 

good discussions.” 

 “The program was excellent.  I  

 really enjoyed the event, as it gave 

us another opportunity to talk 

about social justice issue.” 

As the keynote speaker for our May 

event, Sr Elizabeth Young RSM made 

sure that our program began with great 

joy.  All present listened with gleeful 

astonishment as Sr Elizabeth shared 

stories of her time as a circus  

performer, before going on to coach 

our participants to step out of their 

comfort zone to attempt some “circus 

acts” of their own.  The notion of  

stepping beyond our comfort zone was 

later drawn upon as our participants 

moved out to take part in a community 

placement for the evening.   

 

In 2017, our placement locations were 

as follows: 

 Mercy Place, East Melbourne 

 Mercy Place, Montrose 

 Exodus Community 

 Big Group Hug 

 

Comments from the event: 

 “I was able to meet and exchange 

ideas with like-minded students 

 “The conference was effective in 

deepening our understanding of 

mercy and the little things we can 

do.” 

 “I loved this program because it gave 

me a better understanding of mercy 

and what I can do to make Australia 

a better place.” 

 “I enjoyed coming together with 

people who share the same ideas 

and passion for social justice.” 

Sr Elizabeth Young RSM 

Staff Formation Day 
As the AMSSA Conference 

was held in Melbourne during 

the first week of August this 

year, the Seeds of Justice 

Committee came to the  

decision to cancel the 2017 

Staff Formation Day.  Our 

chief rationale was that this 

might allow Victorian Mercy 

schools more scope to send 

staff to the AMSSA  

conference, as this was held 

at the same time that our 

Staff Formation Day is  

traditionally offered.  By all 

accounts, the AMSSA  

Conference was a great  

success, and well attended by 

staff from our Victorian  

Mercy schools.  We will  

return to offering a Staff  

Formation Day in 2018. 

S E E D S  O F  J U S T I C E   
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Students were 

challenged not to 

‘retire at twenty’ but 

to aim to make a 

difference in the 

world and seek out 

the lost and homeless 

to provide dignity 

and compassion. 

 

S E E D S  O F  J U S T I C E   

the volunteer effort behind the project. Students were  

challenged not to ‘retire at twenty’ but to aim to make a  

difference in the world and seek out the lost and homeless to 

provide dignity and compassion. Fr Constantine quoted both 

words of Saint Mary McKillop and Blessed Catherine McAuley 

as inspiration for the students. 

 

Students from Damascus College Ballarat, Trinity College 

Colac, Mercy Regional College Camperdown, Emmanuel  

College Warrnambool and Sacred Heart College Kyneton 

combined to make a wonderful overnight experience at  

Anglesea and many new Mercy connections were made 

amongst the students and staff. 

 

Written by Jo Saunders  

(Mercy Regional College Camperdown) 

Regional Vic Seeds Coordinator 

Our 2017 Seeds of Justice program held in August was entitled 

‘Mercy Acting for the Homeless’. Five Mercy affiliated schools 

from regional Victoria met to share the wisdom of a number of 

guest speakers on homeless issues. 

 

Firstly, the Urban Seed Project presented to the students the 

concept of not judging the homeless but providing safe  

environments for them to be where they are not alienated or  

mistreated. They looked at the issues of drugs in relation to 

homelessness and the impact this might have on the  

relationships we can develop with those who feel disconnected 

from society. 

 

Next was a very interesting presentation by Fr Constantine of 

the Anglican Parish of Wendouree in Ballarat.  Fr Constantine 

engaged the students in the story of the “One Humanity Shower 

Bus” in Ballarat. He explained how the service came about and 

Students with Fr Constantine 

Victorian Regional Student Conference  

‘Mercy Acting for the Homeless’  
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educational and innovative  

workshops the students were 

enlightened and educated about 

current social issues of Aboriginal 

peoples and cultural identity. 

Other aspects discussed included 

the meaning of having shared  

history and the impact of  

colonisation. The ICEA team 

shared confronting videos that 

challenged the students and 

sparked in-depth conversations. 

Students and staff alike felt very 

much out of their comfort zone 

and felt challenged when coming 

to understand the experiences of 

Aboriginal people.  

As well as these educational work-

shops, students and staff also had 

the opportunity to learn how to 

throw spears under the expertise 

of Aboriginal teacher, Aiden  

Albert. The rain and wind did not 

deter the students as they  

endeavored to hit the targets set 

out on the lawns. 

On the second day students learnt 

about Aboriginal painting symbols 

and had an opportunity to apply 

their creativity in a traditional art 

activity.  They spent time working 

on traditional dot paintings on 

their own individual boomerangs. 

The conference concluded with a 

Mass led by Father McMahon and 

the blessing of our Seeds of Justice 

badges. 

The conference provided a  

magnificent insight into the  

importance of being allies in  

reconciliation along with the  

connection each college has with 

our communities in understanding 

the significance of justice and  

mercy for all. 

Written by  

Deb O’Hara  

St Brigid’s College 

This year’s combined Mercy 

Schools Conference took place in 

August at Tuppin House in  

Guilderton. Forty students from 

Aranmore Catholic College,  

Mercedes College, St Brigid’s  

College and Santa Maria College 

joined forces to focus on this 

year’s theme - Aboriginal Issues.  

The aim of the two-day  

conference was to explore the 

importance of becoming stronger 

advocates in the area of  

reconciliation and building cultural 

awareness around our community. 

Ruby-Jean Hindley, from 

Aranmore Catholic College, 

opened the conference with her 

own inspiring story, providing 

insights into her personal journey 

of embracing her Aboriginal  

heritage.  

Day one commenced with  

workshops led by four young 

members from ICEA, (Indigenous 

Communities Education and 

Awareness). ICEA’s aim is to 

achieve reconciliation through 

mutual respect between all  

Australians. During these varied, 

WA Student Conference  

Aboriginal Culture  

Students learn how to throw 

spears under the expertise of 

Aboriginal teacher, Aiden Albert 

The conference 

provided a 

magnificent 

insight into the 

importance of 

being allies in 

reconciliation  
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Courage 

Service 

Compassion 

Justice 

Respect 

Hospitality 

The related issues of refugees and 

people seeking refuge have been 

explored at our October/

November events a number of 

times over the past years.  In 

2017, we again decided that it 

was timely and important to open 

up a space for conversations 

around these issues.  As such, we 

invited a team of speakers from a 

pilot project supported by the 

Asylum Seeker Resource Centre 

and the Catholic Alliance for 

People Seeking Asylum to work 

with our participants on the  

power of positive conversations 

as a way of changing hearts and 

minds on this important topic. 

Working under the theme 

“People Seeking Asylum – It’s 

Time to Talk” our participants 

heard stories of courage and 

hope, and learnt strategies for 

engaging others with this issue in                          

a manner that invited compassion 

and hospitality. 

On the first day of the program, 

our student delegates spent time 

in conversation with Mayra Stark 

from the Asylum Seeker  

Resource Centre.  Mayra worked 

with the group to equip them 

with useful language, ideas and 

conversational tools that could be 

drawn upon when discussing the 

reality of people seeking asylum, 

and how we are called to  

respond to this in our own  

communities.  Many students 

indicated that they felt both  

informed and empowered by the 

conversational strategies offered 

by Mayra, and that they looked 

forward to putting these into 

action. 

Sally Morgan was our guest 

speaker on the second day of the 

program, as she shared stories of 

her work with a special class of 

students at St Joseph’s Flexible 

Learning Centre, each of whom 

are seeking asylum.  As a part of 

this session, we were blessed to 

hear from one of Sally’s students, 

a young Tamil man who had 

sought asylum in Australia, having 

fled persecution in Sri Lanka.  All 

present were deeply moved by 

our special guest’s story, and in 

response one of our student 

participants chose to also share 

their own journey of leaving Iraq 

in the past year to seek asylum 

from the danger posed by ISIS. 

As a whole, the event offered 

time and place for many rich 

conversations among our student 

participants, each of whom we 

hope will go on to take on  

leadership roles (both formal and 

informal) within their own  

communities. 

S E E D S  O F  J U S T I C E   

Melbourne Student Conference November 2017 

“People Seeking Asylum: It’s Time to Talk” 

Comments from the event: 

“It was great to mix with other schools.” 

“I loved how we all ended up connecting based on our similar desire to make a 

change.” 

“We came away with good ideas that could be used in our school.” 

“I enjoyed the relaxed feel of the event, and I learned from the stories that we heard.” 

“I loved the event, as I learnt lots and built new friendships.” 

“It was really interesting to hear each different school’s ideas for helping to contribute solutions to these issues.” 

Students attending the  

conference 
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Prayer from the event 

On Thursday evening, our participants worked in small groups to prepare and present their own creative responses to the material that 

they had encountered in the workshops that day.  One group chose to write a series of prayers on the topic of people seeking refuge.  

Each of their prayers were centred on one of the Mercy Education Values, and I am pleased to share them in this report: 

Courage 

Dear Heavenly Father, 

Bless those who are currently seeking refuge. 

Give them the courage and strength to continue on through their struggles. 

Let them know that no one is ever far from Your loving care. 

Help us as a nation to welcome those who are seeking refuge with open arms. 

We ask this through Jesus Christ, 

Amen. 

 

Service 

Dear Heavenly Father, 

May You look upon those who are seeking refuge and guide them on their journey. 

May Your love be a source of hope, even in dark times. 

May You open our hearts to offer ourselves in service to those who seek safety on our shores. 

Amen. 

 

Compassion 

Dear Heavenly Father, 

Help us as a nation come together to show those seeking refuge compassion and love. 

Give us the burning desire to love all others just as you love us, and to welcome the stranger with a compassionate heart. 

Amen. 

 

Justice 

Dear Heavenly Father, 

May those who seek refuge receive justice. 

May they be treated fairly, and be granted access to the rights that are innate to us all. 

Help us to stand in solidarity, and demand just outcomes be achieved for all who seek safety on our shores. 

Amen. 

 

Respect 

Dear Heavenly Father, 

We pray that those who seek refuge are granted the love and respect that they deserve. 

We pray that as proud Australians we can open our hearts to welcome those who seek safety on our shores in a spirit of respect and 

dignity. 

Amen. 

 

Hospitality 

Dear Heavenly Father, 

You have taught us to be inviting to everyone that we meet. 

We pray that our nation’s leaders might be more hospitable to those who seek safety on our shores. 

We pray that Australia might take its place as a symbol of welcome, hope and safety for those who live in danger and turmoil. 

Amen. 

 



The Seeds of Justice Committee acknowledges our generous sponsors  

 

DATES FOR 2018 

31 May - 1st  June Melbourne Student Conference,  

   Holy Cross Centre, Templestowe 

6 Aug     Staff Formation Day—Mercy Hub, Carlton 

9-10 Aug   Regional Vic  

   Araluen Camp Anglesea 

Aug TBC  WA Student Conference 

1-2 Nov   Melbourne Student Conference  

   Holy Cross Centre, Templestowe 

 

 Closing Comments 2017 

At the close of each year, it is a joyful pleasure to look back and consider the many young leaders who have participated 

in our events, and to imagine the myriad ways in which their passion for social and environmental justice will ripple out 

into the world around them.  More and more often we hear our participants sharing stories of the initiatives run within 

their school communities that had their beginnings at a Seeds of Justice conference.  As Catholics, we profess a life lived 

in joyful hope for the coming of God’s Kingdom.  To spend time with the remarkable people of Mercy who participate in 

our events is to recognise that the Kingdom is being built around us, brick by brick, daily, gently and joyfully. 

 

Peace, 

Sam Weir 

On behalf of the Seeds of Justice Committee  

P A G E  8  
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Mercy Education and especially for the significant 

contribution and passion given to the SOJ project. 

He will be sadly missed and will leave big shoes to 

fill in this important MEL and ISMAPNG sponsored 

project for the young people in our care. Best  

wishes Sam to you and your wife, Kate, for all that 

lies ahead. God bless.  

By Eugene Lynch 

 

It is hard to imagine the Seeds of Justice program  

without Sam. He plays such an integral role in  

leading the steering committee, organising and 

bringing an incredible energy to the events. Sam 

demonstrates what it is to have a heart for Mercy 

in the way he interacts, his knowledge and care 

about issues of justice, and in his faith.   

By committee member Bernadette Hogan 

  

 

 

 

It is with a sense of deep appreciation, touched 

with a level of sadness, that we bid farewell to 

our Seeds of Justice (SOJ) Committee Chair, 

Sam Weir. Sam has been Chair of the  

Committee for seven years and has led the 

planning of our social justice events for students 

and staff with passion, commitment and  

dedication. He has been a most inclusive Chair 

always inviting and listening to the contributions 

coming from around the planning table. 

At the student events, Sam has been the most 

welcoming of hosts to the students and staff 

who have travelled far and wide across Victoria. 

He has always done this with fun, laughter, ice-

breaking games including Ninja Finger and mega 

Rock, Paper, Scissors; it could be argued that 

his only shortcoming was in the calibre and 

quality of his ‘dad jokes’.  

When the Western Australian Chapter  

commenced its own SOJ student events, Sam 

flew to Perth to assist the running and  

coordination of the program and shared his gifts 

of fun, laughter and welcome with the students 

and staff there. This is a clear example of Sam’s 

generosity with time and energy and an  

example of the generosity of the Principals of 

his own Mercy schools, Sacred Heart College 

Kyneton and OLMC Heidelberg, in releasing 

him from his teaching duties at the time. 

We congratulate Sam on his appointment to 

Deputy Principal: Learning Faith at Santa Maria 

College, Northcote and wish him well in this 

next chapter of his professional career. We 

thank him sincerely for all he has given to  

Thank you Sam Weir  

Sam Weir   

Seeds of Justice  

Chairperson 2011-2017 

‘Sam plays such 

an integral role 

in leading the 

steering 

committee, 

organising and 

bringing an 

incredible 

energy to the 

events.’ 

 

 

Far right—Sam Weir with SHC Kyneton students and Sr Maryanne 

Loughry RSM at an earlier seeds event. 



DATE DESCRIPTION DR CR BALANCE

01/01/2017 Opening balance 5,228.79           

23/03/2017 Mercy Regional College Donation 1,000.00           4,228.79           

Event 1 - Melbourne 4,228.79           

17/05/2017

Rachel Ward

Seeds of Justice guest speaker May 18 and May 19 50.00                4,178.79           

17/05/2017 Ivor Vaz Seeds of Justice Guest Speaker May 2017 50.00                4,128.79           

17/05/2017 Mercy Works Limited - Sr Elizabeth Young Guest Speaker 150.00              3,978.79           

18/05/2017 Big Group Hug - student placement 150.00              3,828.79           

18/05/2017 Exodus Community  - student placement 150.00              3,678.79           

18/05/2017 Mercy Place East Melbourne - student placement 150.00              3,528.79           

18/05/2017 Mercy Place Montrose - student placement 150.00              3,378.79           

26/05/2017

NAB CC (EL)

Readings Books - SOJ gift Sr Young 45.45                3,333.34           

13/09/2017 Santa Maria College Donation 2,000.00           1,333.34           

Event 2 - Melbourne 1,333.34           

29/08/2017 Petty Cash Panel Gifts Speakers 28.59                1,304.75           

01/11/2017

Living Support Fund - St Joseph's Flexible Learning Centre guest 

speaker 300.00              1,004.75           

01/11/2017

Asylum Seeker Resource Centre

Seeds of Justice - guest speaker 272.73              732.02              

15/11/2017

Suzanne Moran

Reimbursement 57.31                674.71              

23/11/2017

Sam Weir

Reimbursement 56.35                618.36              

01/12/2017 ISMAPNG donation received 2,000.00           2,618.36           

01/12/2017 Mercy Education donation received 2,000.00           4,618.36           

01/12/2017 Grant Thornton donation received 3,000.00           7,618.36           

Closing balance 7,618.36           

SEEDS OF JUSTICE

2017 FINANCIAL REPORT


